From the Editor

It has been a pleasure to take over the editorship of MIDTESOL Journal, a task that I could not have accomplished without the gracious support and assistance of a number of MIDTESOL members:

- Thu Tran, Past Editor
- Shaeley Santiago, Communications Director
- Ashlea Betzen-Miyauchi, Associate Editor
- Val Cervarich, Journal Assistant
- Abdulsamad Humaidan, Journal Assistant
- Elizabeth Stoyeff, Copy Editor
- Melissa Lowery, Web Editor

and our wonderful team of reviewers from around the globe!

Volume 2 represents an expansion of the Journal and includes two feature articles, five effective activities and tips for teachers articles, and one review of instructional materials. You will enjoy learning about how to more effectively use technology in your classroom, as well as ways to build English language skills using a variety of interesting techniques. Enjoy!